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              The Game Changer

Hair Brush
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              The Happiest  Brushes on earth

Magic for Detangling
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 is pain free!

No tears, no drama!
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              for teens, queens and kings

The Mother Brush
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              Say Goodbye to Knots & Tangles with the Happy Hair Brush!

            

          
      
        
            
                
                  Are you tired of the daily battle when it comes to brushing hair? Do you deal with any of the following problems? Problem 1: Resistance to Brushing. Does your child squirm, cry, or run away at the sight of a hairbrush? The Happy Hair Brush is here to change the game! Its innovative design feature...
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                  Are you tired of the daily battle when it comes to brushing hair? Do you deal with any of the following problems? 
Problem 1: Resistance to Brushing. 
Does your child squirm, cry, or run away at the sight of a hairbrush? The Happy Hair Brush is here to change the game! Its innovative design features flexible bristles that gently glide through the hair, providing a pain-free experience. No more tears or tantrums – just happy brushing!
Problem 2: Tangles and Knots.
Long, curly, or easily tangled hair can be a nightmare to brush. But fear not! The Happy Hair Brush effortlessly tackles even the toughest knots and tangles, thanks to its unique bristle configuration. Say goodbye to the hair-pulling struggles and hello to smooth, knot-free locks.
Problem 3: Lack of Cooperation.
Getting kids to cooperate during hair brushing can feel like an uphill battle. The Happy Hair Brush makes brushing a breeze! Its vibrant colours and playful design turn brushing into a fun activity. Your child will actually look forward to brushing their hair, creating a positive and stress-free experience for both of you.
Problem 4: Busy Morning Routines.
Mornings can be chaotic, leaving little time for thorough hair brushing. But with the Happy Hair Brush, you can save time without compromising on quality. Its efficient design allows for quick and effective brushing, ensuring your child's hair looks fantastic in no time.
Problem 5: All Hair Types Covered.
No matter the hair type – straight, wavy, curly, or thick – the Happy Hair Brush is a game-changer. It effortlessly glides through all hair types, making it the go-to brush for the whole family. Finally, one brush that does it all!
Don't miss out on the solution you've been searching for. The Happy Hair Brush is the secret to stress-free hair brushing for kids of all ages. Say goodbye to tangles, tears, and tantrums, and say hello to happy, healthy, and beautiful hair.
Join the thousands of parents and carers who have already discovered the magic of hassle-free hair brushing. Get ready to embrace smoother mornings and happier hair!
[Disclaimer: The Happy Hair Brush is not responsible for any additional struggles that may arise during the hair brushing routine and its not yet able to get kids to eat vegetables or complete homework... yet! ]
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              Happy Hair Brush in action

            
          

          Jen and her daughter Rose (who is 6 in this video) share the difference in size between the paddle brush and the travel mini brush. The mini brushes are great for all hair types and get tangles and knots out. 
As you can see we have fun brushing hair together... watch till the end as Rose throws the brush in excitement!
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              Why this brush is purely magic!

            

          
      
        
            
                  
                    The Original Happy Hair Brush combines 5 designs into one and includes - A paddle, a comb, boar bristles, long vent brush pins and a wide comb. It works on all hair types and makes brushing knotted, tangled and matted hair easy and pain free. These brushes are a GAME CHANGER!
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        Don't worry be happy

            
              The Happy Guarantee!

            
          

          Guaranteed to put a smile on your face!
We love what we've created, if you don't, just send if back for a full refund. It's as simple as that, no questions asked. We want you and your hair to be happy!
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            100% Australian Owned & Operated
Based in Sydney, Australia. Founded by single mum, Jen Harwood with a team of mums. 
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            Part of the community! 
Donating over 30,000 brushes and over $120k to children and women in in need.
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            Rated 4.9 ★
Based on over 4500+ customer reviews.


          

          
        

      
    

  








  

    Sign up to get 10% off your first purchase!


    We will also send you exclusive offers and news about our latest products. We won't spam you. Promise!
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              Why we're the best detangling hair brush on the market!

            

          
      
        
            
                
                  When it comes to dealing with kids tangled hair, knots in toddlers hair, or dreads and huge knots in teen's unbrushed hair or  simply brushing your locks day to day it’s much easier with a detangling brush. Detangling can be a time-consuming, annoying, and even painful task for most people, espec...
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                  When it comes to dealing with kids tangled hair, knots in toddlers hair, or dreads and huge knots in teen's unbrushed hair or  simply brushing your locks day to day it’s much easier with a detangling brush. Detangling can be a time-consuming, annoying, and even painful task for most people, especially mums with kids, but not with Happy Hair Brush. 

On daily basis, we are losing around 50-100 strands of hair per day, if you don’t use the best detangling hair brush it can only make it worse by the build up of shedded hair. That's why it's important to use the best hair brush to glide through your hair and to remove the old and put a shine back in your hair to start your day the right way!
Choosing the right hair brush and using it correctly can make or break your hair. Luckily, at Happy Hair Brush we have specifically designed a brush to tackle even the most stubborn wet or dry tangles for everyone - women, mothers, men, pets and children.  Our Original Happy Hair detangler brush makes brushing your hair an easy task. Our detangler brush is made for all hair type including: thin hair, medium fine, thick hair, straight hair, wavy hair, curly hair and even bi-racial hair or anything in between.
- Why Is This The Best Detangling Brush?
Glad you asked! The secret to the best hair brush lies in the bristle structure and brush body shape. The Happy Hair Brush founder, Jen Harwood, went through many rounds of prototypes when designing the Original paddle detangling brush. Happy Hair Brush combines five different designs into one. It works wonders for all hair types and makes brushing knotted, tangled, and matted hair easier.
All of the details of the design help to prevent hair breakage by separating knots and detangling hair, without the tears. It can handle even the most challenging hair while protecting even the most sensitive heads.
Use it on wet or dry hair, thin or thick hair, young or old hair, afro, matted, wispy, curly... all hair!
No more brushing drama, say goodbye to bad hair and bad brushes.
- How do you Detangling Your Hair with Happy Hair Brush? 
Happy Hair Brush detangling brush was created with natural boar bristles combined with nylon pins of the perfect length and thickness that can distribute natural oils evenly from the scalp through the hair while massaging your scalp.
The brush is finished with hand-placed micro tips that make it feel soft to the touch.
While other brands recommend brushing hair from the bottom up, the Happy Hair Brush's curved design allows you to brush crown to hair tip. Brush down all the way from the scalp to the bottom of your hair with no problems. it only takes about 5-6 brush strokes for all your hair to be brushed. 
- Is Happy Hair Brush Gentle on Kids?
Yes, it is! Absolutely!
Thousands of families have already made the switch as their go-to detangler brush, with many calling it a "game changer" or "lifesaver."
Happy hair brushes and happy hair care are specifically designed for children. Working to make sure that when brushing or washing hair, it's a painless and easy experience for kids. So no more chasing them around!
The Original Happy Hair Brush Mini also combines the styles of five different hairbrushes and combs into one. It has a spaced and solid (non-flexible) head that can handle tough hair while protecting the most sensitive of heads. Ideal for toddlers, people with shorter hair, and even pets / fur babies.
Still not convinced that this is the best hair brush out there? If you don't love our detangler brush as much as we do, just send them back for a full refund. It’s that simple, no questions asked.
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ABOUT US

              

              
                The business was co-founded by Jen Harwood and her 6 year old daughter Rose. Struggling to brush hair each morning resulted in innovating hair brushes so they didnt hurt or pull hair out or fall apart, like most do !
Happy Hair Brush™ is run by an expert team of mothers who are on a mission to transform families' lives by creating unique and expertly designed hair products. Based in Sydney, Australia, the company's product range includes hair brushes, hair care and hair accessories.
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                GTQ Q
            
	
              
                GYD $
            
	
              
                HKD $
            
	
              
                HNL L
            
	
              
                HUF Ft
            
	
              
                IDR Rp
            
	
              
                ILS ₪
            
	
              
                INR ₹
            
	
              
                ISK kr
            
	
              
                JMD $
            
	
              
                JPY ¥
            
	
              
                KES KSh
            
	
              
                KGS som
            
	
              
                KHR ៛
            
	
              
                KMF Fr
            
	
              
                KRW ₩
            
	
              
                KYD $
            
	
              
                KZT 〒
            
	
              
                LAK ₭
            
	
              
                LBP ل.ل
            
	
              
                LKR ₨
            
	
              
                MAD د.م.
            
	
              
                MDL L
            
	
              
                MKD ден
            
	
              
                MMK K
            
	
              
                MNT ₮
            
	
              
                MOP P
            
	
              
                MUR ₨
            
	
              
                MVR MVR
            
	
              
                MWK MK
            
	
              
                MYR RM
            
	
              
                NGN ₦
            
	
              
                NIO C$
            
	
              
                NPR ₨
            
	
              
                NZD $
            
	
              
                PEN S/.
            
	
              
                PGK K
            
	
              
                PHP ₱
            
	
              
                PKR ₨
            
	
              
                PLN zł
            
	
              
                PYG ₲
            
	
              
                QAR ر.ق
            
	
              
                RON Lei
            
	
              
                RSD РСД
            
	
              
                RWF FRw
            
	
              
                SAR ر.س
            
	
              
                SBD $
            
	
              
                SEK kr
            
	
              
                SGD $
            
	
              
                SHP £
            
	
              
                SLL Le
            
	
              
                STD Db
            
	
              
                THB ฿
            
	
              
                TJS ЅМ
            
	
              
                TOP T$
            
	
              
                TTD $
            
	
              
                TWD $
            
	
              
                TZS Sh
            
	
              
                UAH ₴
            
	
              
                UGX USh
            
	
              
                USD $
            
	
              
                UYU $
            
	
              
                UZS 
            
	
              
                VND ₫
            
	
              
                VUV Vt
            
	
              
                WST T
            
	
              
                XAF Fr
            
	
              
                XCD $
            
	
              
                XOF Fr
            
	
              
                XPF Fr
            
	
              
                YER ﷼
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